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A story
about
Somsen's
'ungargoyles'
(chimeras)
This chimera, an adornment
of Somsen Hall, holds up a
shield which legend would
probably say signifies the
shielding off of evil spirits.
The chimeras were carved
by Italian stone carvers from
original Winona stone. More
details and pictures inside.

Study predicts enrollment decline
Enrollment in all public under
graduate colleges and universities
in Minnesota, except St. Cloud
State College, will decline by 1985,
according to a study released to
the House higher education committee of the 1973 Legislature.
The report, titled "Public College Enrollments in Minnesota's
Changing Population Pattern 19701985," also predicted sharp declines in the number of students
attending nearly all of the state
junior colleges.
The study offull-time undergraduate enrollment based its predictions on population and migration statistics and studies of areas
served by the state's colleges,
junior colleges and the University
of Minnesota system.
The report was the outgrowth
of a seminar at the University and
published by the Center for Ur-

ban and Regional Affairs (CURA).
St. Cloud State is expected to
grow from 8,203 students in 1970
to 8,263 in 1985 for an increase
of only one per cent over the 15year period.
Moorhead State College will suffer the most serious decline in
students, according to the report, with a loss of 25 per cent of
its enrollment. Winona State will
lose four per cent.
Enrollment predictions will generally follow population growth
patterns, the report said.
All junior colleges will lose enrollments by 1985, with the most
serious loss--43 per cent--predicted at Rainy River Junior College in International Falls with a
projected class of 131 fulltime
students, the study concluded.
A trend toward increasing numbers of Twin Cities students at-

tending outstate campuses was about 76,000 then decline slowly to about 75,000 in 1980. Then,
predicted to continue.
"At present the organizational following the birth curve set 18
survival of outstate campuses is years earlier, the number of high
dependent on attracting an in- school graduates will drop to
creasing share of their enroll- 68,000 by 1982 and more later,"
ments from populations served in the study predicted.
The study recommended better
the past by the Twin Cities campus" of the University, the report coordination among existing institutions as an alternatve to insaid.
The study considered "tertiary creasing the number of college,
Bducation l ' which includes all post- junior college or University camligh school education except gra- puses. "The state now has the
Juate and professional schools and physical components of a fully developed system of tertiary camextension classes.
In 1970, the report said, the puses," it said.
But it warned that "placing a
36,500 Minnesota high school graJuates could choose among 138 new institution of higher education
;ertiary educational institutions in in a town or region as an instrument of economic growth should
Vi innesota.
Beginning in 1960, the birth at least be questioned and probably rejected in future policy
rate began to decline. "The numconsiderations."
aer of high school graduates in
The report's predictions, which
qinnesota will peak in 1977 at
are based on estimating a sta-

bilized rate of high school graduates attending college, may be
too high because the rate of students attending college has decreased since 1970, Mortenson
said in an interview.
Because the study was based on
1970 data, he said, the impact of
Metropolitan State College is not
measured, but he said it could
take students from the University
in the Twin Cities, St. Cloud State
College and MankatoStateCollege.
The study does not detail the
future for area vocational techninical institutes, but generally predicts some continued growth and
later stabilized enrollment for
them, he said.
The report said that most of
the recent growth of higher education was a crisis response
resulting from a sharp increase
in the number of 18-year-olds in
1964 and 1965.
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Senate shorts
At the February 22nd meeting
the Student Senate filled the vacancy left by the resignation of
Janet Hall. Applicant' were Steve
Lindroth, a senior senator and a
past vice-president of the Senate; Ruth Moore, a student representative from the physical
education department, and Gary
Johnson, a junior senator with two
years experience on the Senate.
The •e-ante voted Gary Johnson
in as Vice-President.
********
Vacancies were announce: one
on the Student Activity Fund Cornmittee; two for Student Activity
Coordinating Committee; junior
senator to fill Gary Johnson's
position. At the end of the quarter
there will be an opening for a
senior because of the graduation
of Steve Kingsley. Anyone interested in these openings sign up in the
Senate Office or call 457-2185.
The vacancy on the Publications
Committee was filled, by Mark
Horvath.
********
Wes Cohen, a student member
of A2C2, presented two proposals
he had authored. The first proposal would allow no changes in
the schedules except in cases
where it isn't the instructors' or
department's fault. Departments
will be forced to plan their yearly schedules. The second proposal
would eliminate those courses that
have not been offered for quite a
period of time. West explained that
putting these courses in the college catalogue deceives students
coming to Winona State in planning their course of study. Both
proposals were passed by the senate unanimously and will be presented to A2C2.
********
Mitch Penny's resolution to
establish a speaker responsible
to chair meetings was brought off
the table and the idea was defeated by the senate.
,

of fireproof tarp for the new gym.
For a gym of our size it would
cost $3,600.00. Scott Epstien said
SACC is considering the possibility of the funding of such a tarp.
********
In the President's report Tim
Penny checked with Mr. Jacobson
about the possibility of a smoker
in the library. He suggested the
area by the entrance would be a
possibility. Tim will follow up on
the smoker and report back to the
senate.
* * ** * * * *

Joe Gartner spoke to the senate
about bringing Minnesota Public
Interest Research Group to WSC
campus. From the discussion a
proposal was submitted by senator
Mitch Penny stating the WSC senate should invite the student senators of St. Mary's College and St.
Teresa's College to a discussion
of the possibility of MPIRG membership by the various colleges in
Winona. A speaker from MPIRG
will be present to answer questions. All interested people are invited. The proposal also provided
for an open mike for the night when
the discussion will occur. (Date to
be announced later).

Thanks
blood
donors
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Perry and
Terry Litscher extend sincere
thank you's to all those students
who gave blood for Alice Litscher,
a WSC student. Mrs. Litscher is
currently in a Rochester hospital
recovering from an automobile accident.

*** *** **

Eric Nelson researched the cost

A look at Father Wera
By Bill Stieler
Let me introduce you to a man
who has helped many people and
who you may be familiar with if
you have ever been over to the
Newman Center. His name is Father Wera. A native of Rochester,
he went to St.. Mary's College
here in Winona his first four years
and then attended St. Paul's Seminary in St. Paul where he obtained his Priesthood Degree.
He has been a priest at St.
Joseph the Worker and also
taught at Loyala High School in
Mankato. He also worked one year
with Mexican migrants near Albert Lea, four years at St. Adrean's at Adrean, Minn., five years
at St. Stan's in Winona and three
years at the Newman C enter across
the street from the Winona State
College campus.

FEELS STUDENTS BASICALLY RELIGIOUS
He feels most college students
are basically religious. The person has been brought up in some
sort of religious belief and now
that they have reached the college
level the student will explore
other beliefs and religious backgrounds to find which belief is
really right for him or her.
He feels that the occult, depending on how it is handled, has its
good and bad points. The good

History
offers new
course
Interested students are invited
to sign up for a new course to be
offered in the spring quarter only.
The course is accredited by the
WSC history department for two
credits.
The class, Basic Historical Problems of Religious Humanism in
the 20th Century, will be conducted
by Dr. Hart in conjunction with the
Winona Campus Ministry and assisted by Dr. Barsky.
The course will be structured
as a symposium dealing with topical problems of American society within the context of various religious approaches.

"Father Wera impresses me
points are where man attempts to
seek out the unknown to find out most with his honesty. He isn't
more about himself andhis world. afraid of the truth, or of doing
The bad points are where man be- the sometimes difficult job of tellgins to worship demons and the ing the truth to others. He makes
a difference to the people who
supernatural.
Father W era loves his work very know him," said Margaret Cassimuch. "The only frustrating or dy, vice president of Newman C enbad parts of my work are when I ter.
I feel that Father Wera is one
cannot help someone out, and when
I do not get to see the effects of of the most pradtical religious
my work. " By this he means leaders I have ever known. When
that he will work with a student you go to him for help he does
for a couple of years and then the not necessary quote any readings
student graduates and Father W era from the Bible, but rather gives
may never see what becomes of the you down to earth information that
you can easily comprehend.
person.

Placement news
INTERVIEWS ON CAMPUS
Week of March 5
Placement Bureau
110 Gildemeister
Non-Teaching
Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday
-March 6, 7, and 8--Officer Selection Marine Corps.
Friday, March 9 --Veterans Administration Hospital, Tomah,
Wis. Interested in talking to graduates about Veterans Administration--its occupational categories,
employment procedures, qualifications, and other benefits.
Teaching
Monday, March 5--Dundee, Ill.
(Chicago suburb) Will talk to can-

\PRICORN AQUARIUS PISCES ARIES TAURLi

AQUARIAN

For further information contact

D.r. Hart, or Dr. Barsky in Phelps
217.

didates in elementary for the upper grades and secondary for:
English , speech, mathematics,
science, physical education, health
education, industrial arts, guidance.
W ednesday, March 7--Elgin, Ill.
Will talk to elementary candidates,
particularly interested in people
trained in learning disabilities and
reading.
Secondary--industrial
arts,
mathematics, junior high science.
(No social studies or English candidates).
Interested and qualified applicants should contact the Place-.
ment Bureau for appointments.

z
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HEALTH

Many New Items Have Been Placed in the

Clothing Rummage Sale
Values to $5.
NOW $3.00

CENTER

00

O

Dry Skin Problems?
Has Many Many Good Records at BIG SAVINGS

Gary Drawing Pads
were $1.85 NOW REDUCED To $1.25

Make Your Own Sign Kits
We Have Kits That Make 3 Signs in Color $1•00
and Can Be Used as Bumper Stickers
Per Kit

-

••

RIDS

Stop in and See all our Lines of Natural Lotions
and Cremes
- Hunza Apricot Kernel Oil
- Rose Water and Glycerin Lotion
- Aloe Vera Lotion
- Peach-Strawberry & Cucumber Cremes
- After Shave Lotion
- Plus many more Also a Complete Line of Natural Cosmetics
for Problem Skin.

Safety belts, when
you think about it,
it's a nice way to say
I love you.

5

Winona's only Heath Food Store
AQUARIAN HEALTH CENTER
513 Mankato Avenue

The Bright Orange Building, next to the Tracki.---
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MPIRG projects, actions listed
By Joe Gartner
No less than 60 projects including summer intern assignments and independent research
projects were approved for action
by the Board of Directors in 197172, Many project reports have
been released to the general public via radio, television, and newspaper in order to better inform
the public of the forces and conditions involved in their day-to-day
lives.
Some highlights of MPIRG projects are:
Pine Bend case; dangerous toy
study; Hennepin County jail study;
abestos study; opat-z case; Hennepin County General Hospital; timber cutting in the Boundary Waters Canoe Area; Mankato zoning
project; summer projects - Legislation on the possible hazards
of cosmetics; food and nutrition;
hearing aid industry in Minnesota;
consumer legislation--State level;
repairs and estimates for con-

sumer goods; and product warranties; Metorpolitan Council; health
care delivery; citizens' organization and lobbies; lower St. Croix
River; North Shore of Lake Superior; tenant's rights handbook;
eighteen-year-old majority; and
women's legal rights handbook.
MPIRG has taken an active part
in the issues stated. Because of
the great detail of its research,
explanations of roles in each case
is impossilbe. The purpose of the
list is to inform you of the diversity of MPIRG.
Here is an example of what a
local board can do:
The MPIRG Bemidji local board
is involved in projects concerning
environmental protection, consumer awareness, human rights, and
housing.
Acting on the board's complaint
against the Superwood Corporation's Nu-Ply Division plant in
Bemidji the Pollution Control
Agency (PCA) found that the plant

/rnati a,
The W inonan is written and edited by and for the students of
Winona State College and is published weekly except June, July
and August and exam periods.
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Winona, Mn. 55987.
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********************
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Press and Intercollegiate Press.
********************
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violated state odor standards.
MPIRG pressure has resulted in
bringing Nu-Ply and PCA into negotiations to remedy the situation.
At least one dangerous toy
banned by the FDA was being sold
in Bemidji, a MPIRG survey discovered. Numerous toys not banned by the FDA, but considered
dangerous by MPIRG, were found.
The survey, conducted with the

Preview '73 held
Students, faculty, staff and presidents from the seven Minnesota
State Colleges conducted an information fair at the Leamington
Hotel, Minneapolis, Feb. 19 for
high school, junior college and
area vocational-technical institute
students interested in attending
any of the colleges.
"Preview '73/Minnesota State

What's On7
Newman Center
Newman Center is sponsoring a
"rap" session with Dr. Robert
DuFresne, president of WSC on
Tuesday, March 6 at 7:30 in the
Center. Come talk or just to
meet the president in a very informal atmosphere. All are welcome!

U p & Company

Alpha Delta Pi
The new pledges for winter are:
Nancy Bishop, Owatonna, Minn.;
Jill Redman, Circle Pines, Minn.;
and Cindy Slater of Cottage Grove,
Minn.
Nancy, an English major, is president of the pledge class while
Jill, a psychology major is vicepresident, and Cindy, an art major is secretary of the pledge
class.

Dr. Melvin Doner, of the WSC
Biology Department, will speak Student Senate
on the topic of the "Evolution of
Man." Dr. Doner will cover
The Student Senate will meet
the Greek's philosophy of evolu- Thursday at 4:00 p.m. in Dining
tion as well as the Christian and Rooms C and D of the Student
religious aspects of this topic.
Union.
Dr. Doner will include the conMeetings are open to everyone
cept of change and what biologists'
interested.
attitudes are concerningthe evolution of man.
The talk will be held Tuesday,
March 6 at 7:30, dining rooms
A and B of the Student Union. The
program is sponsored by Up& Co.
Take a tip from

College Republicans
Bill Steiler, WSC student, won
the 12" portable TV given away
by the College Republicans. President Ray Haag wishes to extend
a thank you to everyone who helped by buying raffle tickets.

All
SKIS

The annual Tau Kappa Epsilon
Club Playboy judging will be held
Wednesday evening at 7:30 in the
West cafeteria. The winner willbe
announc ed Sunday, March 4, during
the intermission of the Club Playboy dance.
The dance will be held from
9-12 in the West Cafeteria with
Headstone playing.

SANSUI MQ 2000

the easy
all-in-one way
to get into
4-channel.

1 CUT ALONG
DOTTED LINE

Sans-ul

e
••
y

Everything you need to capture the entire world of
4-channel splendor, in a single step:

1.

4 GIVE TO
/ 3 CUT
AND

Complete Selection of

1323 GILMORE AVENUE WINONA, MINNESOTA
55987
507-452-1900

Playboy
dance
Sunday

LOVE RING

/

Valley 1W Maui

Colleges" was designed to respond to questions about newly
developing career programs and
educational opportunities as well
as to provide information on housing, financial aids, admissions policies and campus life,
Representatives from the col leges were available for informal
person-to-person conversations
with guidanc e counselors, students
and their parents. No speeches
or presentations were scheduled.
Each college set up information
centers manned by experts on residence halls, part-time jobs, financial assistance, campus activities and educational programs.

To aid students in finding housing, a housing file is being compiled by MPIRG in conjunction with
the Student Involvement Center of
Bemidji State College.
The above report was the status
of Bemidji State in February. The
needs of their community, college,
as well as city were being met.
Winona too has needs on a local
level!

nature: man's
ears aren't made
to be shut but
his mouth is.

30%
OFF
SKIS, CLOTHING, ACCESSORIES

help of Gamma Sigma Chi, a service sorority at Bemidji State, has
already prompted good media coverage of the problem.
A MPRIG-supported study convinced the City Council in Bemidji
of the need for reapportionment in
the city. The council should soon
pass a bill resulting in student
domination in at least one of the
five city wards.

SOMEONE
YOU LOVE

FIT
INTO
OPPOSITE
SLOT

Safety belts, when
you think about it,
it's a nice way to say
I love you.
00040.0,1 0
Cen000,100
I.
ot,

'Complete AM-FM 4-channel and 2-channel receiver/
amplifier with decoder for 4-channel records and
broadcasts plus synthesizer to expand 2-channel
sources.

2. Full-featured, high-fidelity automatic turntable,
made by P.E. for Sansui, with renowned Shure
magnetic cartridge.
3. Attractive, smoked-grey clear plastic dust cover.

4. Four HLM 66 2 way speaker systems.
-

($600.00 Value)
LIMITED SUPPLY

FOR ONLY $49

9 95

Payments Available

Hal Leonard Music
64 East 2nd

Winona, Minnesota

eatorials
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Minions

Take responsibility
One thing that I've found so far this
year while serving as editor of the
Winonan, is that there is an overabundance of people who have suggestions
as to how the Winonan can be improved.
But, when it comes to finding someone who can carry out these suggestions,
all of a sudden everyone is too busy.
That leaves me with the general impression that they really are not all
that dis-satisfied,
This editorial is in rebuttal to Jerome's column this week in which he is
urging me to give more coverage to
committees and some of the more political aspects of the campus.
Jerome, if you were editor you would
find that there are a great many irresponsible people on this campus. They
promise all day that they will get something done, but they don't. I've made a
lot of requests of alot of people in
a sincere effort to give these committees
some coverage, but I've found that people
are always busy or else they're just plain
forgetful.
There is only one committee on this
campus that takes the time to sent the
minutes of its meetings on a regular

basis.
I have publicized often that there are
staff openings on the Winonan and have
given those dissatisified persons ample
opportunity to not only be heard, but to
do something about it. No one cares to
have that kind of weekly responsibility.
Objective and unbiased reporters who can
cover the senate or campus committees
are extremely difficult to find because
they are honest enough to admit that
they tend to be very biased.
The argument was also raised that
the arts and sports pages seem to receive perhaps an excess of coverage.
The main reason for that is that the
staff members in these departments are
very capable and very responsible persons who can take the responsibility
of four pages off my shoulders every
week, leaving me to worry only about
the other eight.
It is easy to criticize and condemn
and point out faults and areas of possible improvement if you are a bystander. But none of you are really bystanders.
The Winonan is written for you, about
you, and ideally, by you. So take some
responsibility, please,

Dear Rog,
I have measured the length of my smile
by the weight of my tears. Cryptic? Well,
it's just my way of summarizing the
passage below, I have many ideals from
THE PROPHET that I hold dear. This is
from another work of Gibran's that has
given me comfort and peace of mind.
I want to share it with others because
I feel that sharing is a part of life.
JOY AND SORROW
I would not exhange the laughter of my heart
for the fortunes of the multitudes;

nor would I be content with converting
my tears,
invited by my agonized self, into calm.
It is my fervent hope that my whole
life on this earth
will ever be tears and laughter.
Tears that purify my heart and reveal
to me the secret
of life and its mystery.
Laughter that brings me closer to my
fellowmen!
Tears with which I join the broken-hearted,
Laughter that symbolizes joy over my
very existence.
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I prefer death through happiness a thousandfold to live in vain and despair.
An eternal hunger for love and beauty
is my desire;
I know now that those who !possess bounty
alone are naught but miserable,
but to my spirit the sighs of lovers
are more soothing than music of the lyre.
When night comes, the follower folds
its petals and slumbers with Love,
and at dawn.
it opens its lips to receive the Sun's kisses,
bespeckled by quick darting of clouds
which come, but surely go.
The life of flowers is hope and fulfillment and peace;
tears and laughter.

JEROME
Bad week this week, from the point
of view of a poison pen columnist. Nothing particularly vile took place. This
lack of bummers is abummer when you're
expected to fill a column with incisive,
witty badmouth things. So I'm a bit at a
loss.
There is one thing that's been bothering me. The one thing I've been a bit
hesitant to complain about. I learned
early that it's unwise to bite the hand
that feeds you (I was 2 1/2 at the time
and I still remember the wacking my
mother gave me with her uninjured appendage): but here goes.
No, I'm not going to attack Papa John,
who feeds me in the literal sense. He
does a quite overadequate job of that
as my lower shirt bottoms will snuggly attest; this week I've got some comradely advice to those persons listed
on the masthead of this collection of
flattened wood pulp and printers ink,
with the exception of those gentlemen
and gentlewomen who share these interior pages of slanderous and otherwise
well put opinions.
I'm not happy with the WINONAN. Come
to think of it, I've never been happy
with the WINONAN, None the less, for
the most of the time I've spent in this
place, I've written for the WINONAN.
So in part this is a self criticism. But
not a very large part. Granted, things
have gotten better. When I started, the
WINONAN was a few pages of drivel
with an occasional spark of insight or
intelligence. Now we have twelve pages
of drivel with a proportionally larger
number of sparks of insight and intelligence.
Somehow this simple quantitative improvement leaves me somewhat unimpressed, There is plenty happening on
this rather quiet campus that is deserving of mention. Important committees
do meet and do occasionally take some
action. But relying on the WINONAN
for information, one would never know
(Example—quick—what does A2C2 stand
for?). The Student Senate meets every
week and occasionally accomplishes
something worthy of notice. Does anyone,
outside of Al Scharmer, know what the
Inter-Residence Hall Council has been
doing? Nope, not if all you've been doing
to find out is reading the WINONAN.
And then people moan, myself among
them, that the student body is apathetic;
that it doesn't know what's going on.
What can we expect?
But we all know what the jocks have
been up to. In great detail with extensive photography. We know what's going
on in the Performing Arts Center. In
almost as great a detail. With equally
extensive photography. That's good. Nothing wrong with it. I wouldn't even

The water disappears and ascends until
it turns into clouds
that gather upon the hills and valleys;
and when it meets the breeze,
it falls upon the fields and joins the brook
that sings its way toward the sea.
The life of clouds is a life of farewell
and a life of reunion;
tears and laughter.
Thus the spirit separates itself from the
body and walks into the world of substance,
passing like clouds over the valley of
sorrow and mountains of happiness
until it meets the breeze of death
and returns to its starting place,
the endless ocean of love and beauty...
Peace,
STEVE

by
Jerome
Christensen

mention it if there had been a report
on the Constitutional Drafting Committee's
non-efforts that was equally detailed and
well photographed, sandwiched between
them.
Ya Connie, I know. That's a lot of
work. Those meetings are boring. What
the people there are talking about, is
hard to understand and harder to write
about. But you don't have to do it all
yourself, What do you have a twenty
million person staff for? Sitting through
one meeting a week is not too much to
ask of these aspiring Clark Kents, now
is it. I assume they are smart enough
and talented enough to handle such a
rough assignment. If they're not, seems
to me it's time to get a new staff.
It bothers me to see over $10,000
of our hard earned activity fund money
spent on a paper that has for the last
months used most of its space for a
printed cheering section for the already
over funded Athletic Department. This is
a newspaper, not Sports Illustrated, Jr.,
so let's have some more news. Some
"political" stuff. The stuff that makes
the changes on this campus. The space
is available. Everyone has had a look at
Maxwell Library and snow covered bicycle tracks this late in the year. But
I doubt if very many people know what's
being done by the College Functions and
Planning Committee or are aware of the
negotiations concerning the food service
contract (talk about gut level issues!).
These things are as worthy of coverage
as the WIIP open class intramural shot
put tournament. At least I would hope so.

Smile this weekit may be your last
chance before
finals.

Many a man
thinks he has
an open mind
when it is
merely vacant.

The lincolumn
I bet you did not know that birth control pills are nothing but a commie plot
to take over your sex glands, Well, according to the Health Service Director
the "pill" might be just that.
There is a major point where Dr.
Haesley and I agree. That is that the taking
of the pill is a matter of ethics. What
he does not seem to realize is that the
ethics concern the user of the pill, not
the distributer.
While the rest of Western Civilization has moved from the pill controversy
to the question of abortion, a much more
complex ethical issue, Winona State is
still archaically hashing over the problem
of the pill.
I personally do not see the question of
ethics here, anyway. If two people are
going to have intercourse, they are going
to have intercourse, so they have already
answered the major moral question involved. To deny them the use of the pill
is to challenge their sexual freedom and
their right to use a contraceptive that has
been proven to be medically effective.
The main difference is that without the use
of the pill the partners in sex are running a much greater chance of contracting that disease called pregnancy, which
also leads to a much more complex and
more important ethical problem.
Of course, there is the religious question that can not be ignored. My argument is that this religious question, no
matter how noble, should be answered
by the individual student and not the
doctor. After all, religious freedom has
been practiced in the United States for

by
Steve Lindroth

some time now,
If we carry this problem to its ultimate extreme it would mean that all of
the girls on campus could get pregnant,
and all of the guys on campus could
quit school and meet their moral obligation by marrying the girls. Then
next year the only people that would be
left would be the doctor, and of course
the faculty members of the Constitutional Drafting Committee, still trying to
write the constitution.
There are two points I would like to
conclude on. The first is that since Calvin Coolidge is no longer president, and
considering the fact that most college
students made their own decisions concerning most major moral questions, I
feel it perfectly correct for the doctor
to leave the decision of birth control
up to the students. After all, it's not
as if we were asking him to give abortions. That'll come next year.
The second point I want to make is
that I am in no way advocating that Dr.
Haesley resign. I realize how difficult
it must be to obtain a physician for a
college. I will admit his salary is good,
but considering the amount the average physician in Winona makes, his salary does not compare that well.
I just want to assure the doctor that
his ethics do not effect the sexual promiscuity on campus, and that he can
sleep well knowing that if he gives us
the almighty pill he won't have to give
abortions next year.
STEVE LINDROTH

HANGING ON FOR DEAR LIFE!

MPIRG: a student
organization
THE MINNESOTA PUBLIC INTEREST
RESEARCH GROUP — What's in it for
Winona?
WHY WAS MPIRG FIRST FORMED?
The student movement, for all its energy
and enthusiasm, had been ineffective for
two basic reasons. First, students were
unable to devote full time to the issues
as hand; and second, they did not have
the technical expertise necessary to adequately respond to those issues on constructive, meaningful ways.
Coupled with the realization that it
was time to use the 'system' to achieve
their goals, the new battle plan was formed; MPIRG was born.
That was Fall, 1970. By winter, 1971,
students on 16 campuses had initiated
petition campaigns calling for the formation of an organization whose primary
function was to serve the public interest.
WHAT IS MPIRG? - Today, MPIRG
is a reality. Nineteen Minnesota campuses annually collect a refundable fee of
$3 per year to support the organization.
A professional staff of lawyers, researchers, consultants, and other associates
work full time protecting the public's
interests. Areas of concern include
product safety legislation, environmental protection, health safety, food prices,
human rights, no-fault auto insurance, and
almost all areas of current state-wide
concern. The lobbyists of MPIRG are
currently lobbying for lowering the LEGAL
AGE,
HOW ARE STUDENTS INVOLVED IN
MPIRG? - Students are involved and
participate in MPIRG in a variety of
ways: membership on • the State Board

of Directors, volunteer work on MPIRG
projects, and college work-study programs.
WINONA STATE COLLEGE IS NOT A
MEMBER OF MPIRG, Yet! What does
MPIRG have to offer Winona State? It
has a very fine, dedicated group of people
who enjoy working with people. Controlled
solely by the students who pay the membership fees, it can take action or
positions that most other college groups
can not because of their association with
the faculty or government. Many people
in Winona like to be an active part of
their community, MPIRG would help them
find both the good parts and the bad parts
of the Winona community.
MPIRG does not duplicate already existing facilities, it could provide some of the
missing elements within our community.
ARE YOU INTERESTED IN FINDING
OUT MORE ABOUT MPIRG? Literature
will be circulating around the campus
of Winona State, so please read it! Also
the student senate of WSC will be inviting
the Student Senates of St. Mary's and St.
Teresa's to a meeting with MPIRG staff;
after which an open discussion on MPIRG
will occur. The time is not set yet
because of the different breaks of the
colleges, students will be notified through
the various medias when the meeting will

occur.
WANT TO HAVE MPIRG WORK FOR
YOU? Call 457-2334 or if you happen to
be in Minneapolis stop at their office at
1926 Nicollet Avenue, (phone 612-3767554).
JOE GARTNER

Study of communes
DEAR EDITOR:
I am asking your cooperation in publishing this letter so that I may reach
the general student population.
I am attempting to accumulate some
meaningful data for a serious study on
American communes, To that end, I wish
to reach as many communes as possible
by mail and in some cases for personal

interviews, if agreeable.
I will be grateful if students, graduate
and undergraduate, who are living in communal situations, will write me indicating
willingness to receive a questionnaire.
Size of commune is unimportant; 3 or 4
people, up to any number.
MAE T. SPERBER
26 West 9th Street, 9E
New York, New York 10011

Don't forget the
rest of the POWs
Winonan letter policy
The Winonan invites thoughtful letters
to the editor. If there is an issue that
you feel needs examining and you are
willing to discuss it publicly, take some
time and write a letter to the editor in

care of the Winonan, 101 Phelps. Please
include your name, phone number and
address. Letters will be edited for style
and length. All submissions will be considered. The Winonan retains the right
not to print any letter.

Corrects Jerome
There was a gross error in Jerome's
article last week. The substance I was
removing from the pan in the kitchen
was not green, month-old Hamburger
Helper, as he would have you believe.

It was, instead, red, crusty, week-old
chili.
I have long suspected Jerome suffers from red-green colour blindness-which this episode seems to confirm.
LES FORAN

TO THE EDITOR:
We all breathed a sigh of relief as
the Peace Treaty with Vietnam was signed last month. We all have thanked God
as each POW has stopped of the planes.
163 POW's have said Good-Bye to captivity so far and Hanoi promises that
427 more will follow But what about
the 1,400 men not yet accounted for?
There are 56 KNOWN POW's who do
not appear on North Vietnam's "complete" list. One example is Lt. Ron
Dodge. He was shot down over Vietnam
May 1'7, 1967. On September 9, 1967
the PARIS MATCH carried a picture of
Lt, Dodge being escorted by the Vietnamese, The picture was taken by a
Dutch free-lance photographer. North
Vietnam has "forgotten" about Lt. Dodge
and the other 55 US men, Please, don't
you forget too.
317 servicemen are missing in Laos.
Laos admits knowing the fate of only

7. Can this be possible?
It would, at this time, be a grave error to feel that the war is over and all
is well. If we have any concern for our
fellowmen we must not leave these men
behind.
The power of public opinion gained
improved treatment of POW's and influenced Hanoi to let hundreds of men
write to their families. This "people
power" now is more crucial than ever,
We must make Hanoi and Laos realize
that we demand a satisfactory accounting of our men.
I can't urge you enough to get involved. Wire or write your congressman and North Vietnamese officials, wear
a POW/MIA bracelet and get the information being distributed by the Senior
YWCA Teen Club, and say a prayer for
Richard Schell (MIA) from Rollingstone,
and the 1,400 other Americans who are
"missing".

SID AULT
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A gargoyle is a gargoyle...
Have you ever gazed skyward
one day as you approached one of
the entrances to Somsen Hall and
all of a sudden happen to notice
one of those grotesque little creatures sitting up there leering downward at you?
If you haven't, take a look at
them someday. They are interesting looking creatures with even
a more interesting background.
These abnormal creatures,
commonly called gargoyles, in
reality are chimeras. In order
for a gargoyle to be a gargoyle
it must have a waterspout running
its length. A chimeras, on the other
hand, is carved and fashioned much
the same way as a gargoyle, but
is there purely for ornamental
reasons.
Chimeras did not become popular until after gargoyles became
a common thing during the Middle

Ages. Gargoyles may seem to be
a cunningly designed carving, but
to the Gothic architect, it was an
extremely tricky piece of plumbing. It was a decorative way to
protect the outside walls of Gothic
buildings from stains and erosion.
Gargoyles obtained the grotesque and abnormal looks because
Middle Age craftsmen found it difficult to make a creature look
dignified when it had water coming out of its mouth. These craftsmen took the liberty of making the
subject look as comic or as ferocious as possible.
"Chimeras and gargoyles are
not ususally found on buildings such
as Somsen," said one WSC art
major. "They are ususally put
on the churches and cathedrals,"
She added, "The insides of the
cathedrals had to pretty much

Photos by Mike R ice

This laughing chimera sits on top of his
little perch and seems to be writing about
those who enter the domain he so carefully
guards.
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Somsen's chimeras sit on their perches
above the doors of Somsen Hall and,
according to some, ward off the evil
spirits that try to enter.
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unless it's a chimera on Somsen
conform to Gothic standards of
architecture, but on the exteriors
of Gothic buildings they had more
freedom. For instance, any animals that were represented in
carvings inside the church were
Biblical animals and they had their
mouths shut."
There originally was no symbolic significance to gargoyles and
chimeras, although there have been
many ideas expressed since.
One of the most common belief
is that the church converts even
the most monstrous evil forces
to good work. Another belief was
that gargoyles represented devils
flying off into the darkness before
the power of God. Still others believed that gargoyles represented
the Devil and they were reminders to worshippers about to enter
the cathedral that there was good
within and evil outside,

The Somsen chimeras were
carved a bit more recently, "when
a mild revival of it occurred in
Europe and in America." It was
during this revival that state architect Clarence H. Johnson laid the
cornerstone of Somsen on March
28, 1924.
Bieanz Stone Co,, Inc., a local
company that is still operating,
quarried the stone that was used
for the chimeras. Some called the
stone Minnesota dolomite while
others called it Winona Travetine.
The chimeras were carved by Italian craftsmen.
Next time you are about to enter
the hallowed halls of Somsen, pause
a moment and look upward (and
hope that you aren't trampled in
the process) and take comfort in
the thought that, according to
legend, they are there to ward off
evil spirits.

The painting chimera gazes out over Winona State
campus, perhaps seeking his next sugject. The
chimeras, a part of Somsen since 1924, could
probably tell a lot if they could only talk.

Now YOU can
EXPERIMENT WITH MAGIC
Author-occultist

reveals how to

•

Become invisible

•

Produce 45 note by magic

•

Hunt for gold or ghosts
gL95

EXPERIMENTAL MAGIC

Explains how a common kitchen item can be used to contact spirit - show to exploit the money secret of the ancient to call cash to you—
how to become invisible ... and the reversal process—and much more
all illustrated from the .author's OWN EXPERIENCE.

A. ALEXANDER

98 Riverside Drive,

New York, N. Y.

The pigeons don't really care if a chimera is a
chimera or not. To the pigeons and other Winona
birds it is just another place to land for awhile.
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Concert Band on tour this
week; concert Saturday
The WSC Concert Band embarked on itS annual concert tour
Sunday and will return to the Performing Arts Center for its homecoming concert on Saturday at 8:00
p.m.
The Concert Band, under the
direction of Richard J. Lindner,
has been making goodwill tours
for the college since 1966 and
this year continues the event with
its longest tour to date.
The band will be visiting a few
of its alumni in Iowa and playing
for a number of schools in the
local areas of Minnesota and Wisconsin. The Conert Bandwill perform eleven concerts in seven
days, culminating in the tour homecoming concert on Saturday.
The annual tour represents a
unique musical experience for the
college musician. It provides an
opportunity to perform a set repertoire, under concert conditions,
eleven times--an opportunity not
present in the majority of local
programs. For the players, there
is the pressure of each audience,
the chance to try an especially
tough passage again, the personal
challenge to try to do it better
PICTURED IN A SCENE FROM THEATRE OF THE MIND 1973 are
next time, to be "up" for two
Ralph Legreid, Kim Franklin and Kathleen Sexton. Production
concerts a day, and the challenge
dates are Thursday, Friday and Saturday at 7:00 and 9:00 p.m. in
to continue to polish the total
the DBM Open Stage Theatre of the Performing Arts Center.
performance.
The Concert Band performs an
important service as a goodwill
ambassador for the college. A
number of new students can be attributed to its unique form of recruitment. Truly representative
of the student body, there are
players from many different major
areas. The band attempts to bring
An orchestra of voices, a car(students in Oral Interpretation II) well-performed music, exciting
ousel of lights, and a montage of are aiming at a unique presenta- sounds, and an impressive total
moving bodies and ritual dances tion as yet indescribable, but it image to each of its audiences.
are being coordinated at Winona will surely provide the audience
Clarinet soloist for the 1973
State College this week in a pro- with an array of feelings and tour is Gene Anderson of the WSC
duction called THEATRE OF THE thoughts heretofore unimaginable. Music Department faculty. AnderMIND 1973.
The scripts for the production son joined the staff in 1972 with
The fourth such presentation (original and otherwise) are writ- degrees from Luther College and
directed by Ms. Vivian Fusillo, ten by students at Winona State the University of Iowa, where he
Director of Children's Theatre and cast from a field of 25 per- studied clarinet with Himie Voxand instructor of Speech/Theatre formers selected to participate man. At Winona State he is woodat Winona State, will be staged
in THEATRE OF THE MIND. Each windinstructor and director of the
at 7:00 and 9:00 p.m. on Thursperformer will be cast in three jazz ensemble.
.- ,Ea-y, Friday and Saturday evenings or four of the scripts to hold
in the Dorothy B. Magnus Open down the size of the cast.
Stage Theatre of the Performing
The circus/playground setting
Arts C enter.
for this year's THEATRE OF THE
REGIONALISM
Those attending will hopscotch MIND is being designed by Jacque
their way into a playground of Reidelberger, while costumes are DISCUSSION
the mind where live puppets get under the direction of Denny Bell
their strings twisted in a script
and Janet Hall. Choreography is
Brother H Raphael, Professor
of nonsense called "Absurdity" by Betty Kollas.
of English at St. Mary's College,
and the kids take a crack at their
Tickets for THEATRE OF THE
will lead a discussion entitled
own kind of liberation in "Kids
MIND 1973, a Wenonah Players
"Hamlin Garland, Interpreter of
Lib." The Mad Hatter will be production, can be obtained by
Regionalism," this evening at 7:00
there, as well Aesop and one of calling the WSC Performing Arts
p.m. in Room ABC of the College
his Fables.
Center Box Office at 457-2121. Center at St. Mary's College.
The writers and performers
Reservations are advised.

Theatre of the Mind
to be staged this week

TENTATIVE PROGRAM

Bliss
Fanfare for the Lord Mayor of London.
Hindemith
The Symphonic Matamorphosis
R. V. Williams
Rhosymedre .
Rabaud
Solo de Concours
Gene Anderson, soloist
Makris
Aegean Festival Overture
.R. V. Williams
Toccata Marsiale
T enaglia
Aria
Bernstein
Three Dance Episodes from "On the Town" ..

"1776": a success story
"1776", which opens nextTuesday evening at 8:15 p.m. in the
Theatre of the Performing Arts
Center, represents a success story
unprecedented in the annals of
show business.
It's a story that began on March
16, 1969, on the stage of Broadway's Forty-Sixth Street Theatre,
culminating in more than 1,000
performances and nearly three
years on the New York stage,
winning countless accolades, including the coveted Tony Award
and New York Drama Critics Circle Award as "Best Musical" of
the 1968-69 season.
Three of the most fateful months
of this nation are pictorialized-May, June and July of 1776. Figures who have been only names
in our history books come alive
as the _human beings they were in
the desperate fight for what they
believed. Men and women acting
as men and women, not some kind
of deified statue. Problems of love

and life are dramatized. Matters of
personal interest, honesty, machinations are all here in a story
that reveals the souls and the
emotions of people deeply involved
in the great events. It's our history as it was.
It all evolves into a three-day
climax of furious debate, of emotion and strife, of compromise and
perseverence, of deadlock and finally, decision.
Thirteen colonies declaredtheir
independence, and a new nation was
born.
The songs of "1776" help make
musical history as a highlight of
the historical drama. The lyrics,
the spirit of the melodies, the presentations were all so crackingly
good in the original stage production, that reviewers wrote such
raves as:
" '1776' is a musical with style,
humanity, wit and passion.—magnificently staged and stunningly ori.
(Continued on page 9)
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NSC to present 'King Lear'
Tha National Shakespeare Company's production of Shakespeare's
KING LEAR, under the sponsorship of the Tri-College Concerts
and Lectures Committee, will be
presented on Friday, March 9, at
8:15 p.m. in Somsen Auditorium.
A limited number of tickets for
the performance will be available
beginning Monday at the main desk
of the Student Union.
The National Shakespeare Company, a New York state non-profit organization, performs for audiences of 250,000 each season in
colleges, universities, and an occasional high school across the
nation. They offer three productions on each tour.
This year, for its 10th anniversary tour, the company is mounting productions of KING LEAR, A
MIDSUMMER NIGHT'S DREAM
and Sophocles' ANTIGONE.
KING LEAR, to be presented at
Winona State, is one of Shakespeare's greatest plays, for with
it he reaches a peak of dramatic
expression in a play that ranks
with the drama of Sophocles and
Euripides as one of the supreme
examples of Tragedy.
Based on a well-known mythical
king of British legend, Shakespear's LEAR is a story not only
of an ancient king, but also one
that deals with the eternal theme
of the relations of parents and
children. It is perhaps the most
profound play ever written on "The

Generation Gap." The education
and purification of Lear, a rash,
impetous and spoiled old man who
by his own folly brings down upon
his head punishments that chasten
and transforms him, becomes the
theme of the play.
"In staging Shakespeare," says
Philip Meister, co-founder of the
company and artistic director, "we
start with the premise that the audience must understand the play
they're seeing, The Elizabethan

WSC Department of Music presents

language sometimes poses a language barrier, but we can compensate for that by the stage action. We insist on playing our
Shakespeare straight.
"Our primary purpose," Meister concludes, "is two-fold: to
bring the beauty and ' truth of
Shakespeare to young people who
otherwise would never see his
plays done professionally, and to
give American actors an opportunity to perform the classics."

America's
Award Winning
Musical

MARCH 6 -- 8:15 P.M.
MARCH 7 -- 3:30 P.M.
MARCH 8 -- 8:15 P.M.
MARCH 10 -- 8:15 P.M.

1776...
(Continued from page 8)
ginal musical. It is warm, it is
funny, it is moving."
"Fine, rousing, imaginative entertainment. Enthralling accomplishment..."
". . .one of the most originals
tuneful, witty and beguiling musicals ever to delight broadway."
What was also hatched that opening night on Broadway was the
dream of Sherman Edwards, exhistory teacher and redoubtable
composer-lyracist, who nursed the
musical for ten years, no less,
before it opened to unanimous
raves. His interest, research , desire to depict our heroes as people
make a kind of history of its own
. . .from pages in history books,
to the dream, and to the musical
play.
"1776" looks back upon our
forefathers, but it lets us see our
heroes as the real people they
were.
It is a costumed musical about
the Declaration of Independence.
It sings its praises. It is a 200year-old cheer for freedom.
It is a musical that makes our
histdry live.

Theatre of the Performing Arts Center
LEAR CARRIES the dead Cordelia in NSC's production of KING
LEAR, to be presented Friday, March 9, at 8:15 p.m. in Somsen
Auditorium.

WSC I.D. FREE RESERVATIONS ADVISED

Some Students Who Were Caught Trying
Told Us We Should Spread the Word:
fit;

There's No Such Thing As
A Free Long Distance Call
Someone, somewhere has to pay for it. It costs all other phone
users, in effect, when somebody calls long distance with a false
phone number or credit card number, or one that doesn't exist,
or charges a call to somebody else's number without authorization.

Some Pay Dearly

—

With Time in Jail and a Criminal Record

Such calls violate both Federal and - State criminal statutes.

Occultism

topic of
lecture

The maximum penalty for this crime in Minnesota is a $5,000 fine
and/or a five-year jail sentence.
We've had to develop better detection techniques . to track
down offenders. It's paying off in a growing number of arrests and
convictions. We're working constantly with law enforcement
authorities to control all kinds of illegal use of the telecommunications
network.

That's the Least We Can Do for You and
"Occultism" will be the topic
of a lecture by Dr. Melvin Doner
at 7:00 p.m. Thursday. The lecture, sponsored by the WSC History Club will be in dining rooms
A and B of the Student Union. A
question and answer period will fol•
low the presentation.
Everyone is invited to attend.
Refreshments will be served.

Other Honest Telephone Users

Northwestern Bell
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Warriors end season
20-3 total, 12-0 NIC
with six seconds remaining to
Winona State found itself en- 9:57 left in the first half. But
knot the score for the 12th time.
the
scrappy
Cougars,
undoubtedly
gaged in its first real struggle
Roscoe Young was then fouled
on the basketball court in almost playing their best game of the
by Finck, but Young missed both
year,
bounced
back
in
a
hurry.
two months at the University of
Morris took leads of 39-38 and free throws before Sir's bucket
Minnesota-Morris Saturday.
43-42
before WSC scored the last clinched the Warriors' 17th
And only a 12-foot jump by
straight win of the season.
freshman reserve Paul Sir at the eight points of the half.
intermission, Morris
After
buzzer, enabled the Warriors to
pull out an 89-87 Northern In- came out breathing fire again,
tercollegiate Conference victory-- tying the contest at 50-all and talctheir 21st in a row in conference ing 58-56 and 62-58 leads before
the Warriors put together eight
play.
unanswered points with 12:05 reThe victory boosted WCS's conmaining.
ference record to 12-0 and its
WSC held on to the lead for
overall mark to 20-3. The 1972some nine minutes before the goal
73 Warriors thus became only the
tending call against Johnson--the
third team in NIC history to go
"Big Cat" blocked five shots-unbeaten through one season and
gave Morris an 83-82 advantage-the first team in the school's hisTwo Winona State wrestlers
their last of the game.
troy to win 20 games,
were crowned Northern Inter-colWSC scored five straight points
It was the last regular season
legiate Conference champions
from the free throw line before
game for both teams as Morris
Wednesday, but the Warriors failRoll Kopperud canned a 19-footer
fell into a three-way tie for third
ed in their bid to annex the team
WSC looked as though it might crown.
place with a 6-6 NIC record and
blow the Cougars off their own
a 13-10 overall record.
The 1973 tourney was held at
court at first as the Warriors Southwest Minnesota State College
The Warriors, NIC champions
pulled to a 28-16 advantage with in Marshall.
for two years in a row--St. Cloud
St. was the last team to win backto-back outright titles, doing that
four years in succession from
1957-1960--will now prepare for
the District 12 NAIA playoffs.
WSC will host one of the March
5 semi-final games when the Warriors take on Minnesota Intercollegiate 'Athletic Conference runner-up Augsburg College in Memorial Hall. MIAC champion St.
Thomas will battle NIC runner-up
By Bobby Giaquinto
ing of reproductive processes and
Bemidji State on the same night,
sunflower seeds contain 200milliprobably at Macalaster College.
Well it is that time again. Those grams for every three ounces of
The March 5 winners will tangle
old food prices are rising again the seeds. Maybe it is time to
March 7 in the district championwith no immediate end in sight. become birds!
ship game--if WSC wins, the WarFor you guys that don't live in
riors will be hosts again--with
pads outside of the dorms, man
You weight watchers should try
the March 7 winner going to the
do I feel sorry for you all when using honey instead of white sugar.
NAIA championships in Kansas
it comes time to start buying on A pound of honey contains 1480
City, Mo., March 12-17.
the grocery scene. Those of us calories while a pound of sugar
St. Thomas is the three-time
that have homes or apartments has 1805 calories. And as mendefending district champion. WSC
know just what I am talking about. tioned the calories of white sugar
hasn't gone to Kansas City since
Chicken breasts, one of the best are "empty" in nutrition while
1939.
meats you can buy for the price honey gives "health and bodyHershel Lewis gave the Warhas gone UD to .79 a pound. beriors their biggest chunk of in- live it or not it was .69 a pound building" calories. Soft drinks are
another story, pop or soda to be
dividual scoring as the NIC scorjust a few short weeks ago. And exact, are saturated with refined
ing champion--he averaged 27.1
one of my favorites, eggs have white sugar. The vast majority
points a game in conference play-finally dropped down below the of these drinks are made with
recorded straight 38-point per.55 mark for the first time in a only chemicals and refined white
formance.
long time. Some of you remem- sugar. This is illustrated by the
The 6-5 NAIA All-American
ber when a dozen eggs used to go fact that many diet drinks adversenior guard tossed iq 14 of 22
for 390!
tise that they contain only a few
from the floor and 10 of 10 from
calories. Excellent proof that
the charity line. He also pulled
Did you know that all animals these drinks offer very little in
down five reb'ounds.
with the exception of monkeys, apes the way of nutrition. But, they are
Gus Johnson, a 8-8 sophomore,
and man, can manufacture their really good for one thing in our
followed Lewis with 18 points-own vitamin C. Man and his close economy, keeping our friends the
he hit eight of 11 from the field-relatives must supply their own dentists in the money. Well that is
and 13 rebounds, Winning the N1C's
C. Ever wonder why in all those fine, but I think their income is
rebounding crown for the second
Tarzan movies the apes are al- high enough! Just think you prestraight year, Johnson set a conways chewing on fruit, along with dental students, keep your friends
ference record by finishing with
Tarzan!
psyched up to down a pop for
204 rebounds, an average of 17
breakfast and another one for a
per game, also breaking the mark
According to the Department of afternoon snack and you're sure
he set as a freshman.
Agriculture, the average Ameri- to be economically stable a year or
Roscoe Young was WSC's only
can consumes 600 calories of re- so after graduating dental school!
other player in double figures with
fined white sugar daily, almost
Some of you probably read a re17.
one-fifth of his daily calories. port published in one of the weekBrad Svea sparked the Cougars,
White sugar contains no protein, ly news magazines a few years
who lost a one-point overtime
no minerals, and no unsaturated ago about an experiment that was
verdict to WSC at Morris last year,
fatty acids. Absolutely no food done in a dental school concerning
with 23 points, 15 of them in the
value at all other than making a tooth decay. Researchers placed a
second half when Morris outscored
drink taste sweet. T ry some honey, newly extracted baby tooth into a
the visitors 44-39 after WSC had
molasses, or brown sugar for a cup of coke, covered it and let it
taken a 50-43 advantage into the
substitute once and a while. It stand for a week. When the colocker room,
will grow on you. Put a spoonful ver was removed a week later the
Dick Finck, who foulded out with
of honey in your tea some time. tooth had disintegrated due to the
43 seconds left to play, added
I think you'll like it.
sugar and acid combination of the
15 points after tallying 13 in the
Some of you may have read drink. Just think what two or three
first half; Dillie Rollen wno foulrecent reports on Vitamin E as re- cans a day over a period of time
ed out with 6:16 remaining, had
lated to the normal functioning of can do to your stomach. Wonder
13; Ron Ferry chipped in 11 and
our sex organs. This should in- where those gasto-intestinal pains
reserve Chuck Grussing added 10.

sports }

Halvorson, Middleton
crowned NIC champs

Hints for a
better you

terest a few of us! Scientific
research done at some major eastern universities indicates that E
is essential to effective function-

sometimes come from?
Try a substitution once a day,
then gradually build it up to where
(Continued on page 11)

Bemidji State successfully defended its NIC title with 65 1/2
points, followed by Moorhead State
with 62 1/2, Minnesota-Morris
with 56, St. Cloud State with 52,
Winona State with 37, Southwest
with 20 and Michigan Tech with 15.
Junior Craig Halvorson and
sophomore Ernest Middleton
claimed WSC's only individual
championships, winning the 177 and
190-pound titles respectively.
Halvorson, the 190 pound
champion two years ago, beat defending champion Al Goeden of
Moorhead 11-5 for his title; Middleton, second at 177 last year,
defeated champion Bob Whelan of
Bemidji 18-2 for his crown.
Halvorson, the No. 1 seed in
his class, decisioned Ron Ondracek of Southwest 12-2 and Larry
Harp of Bemidji 11-4 on his way
to the championship round.
Middleton, seeded second, drew
a bye in the first round and pinned Mike Schoenecker of Morris
in 6:34 in the semi-finals.
The Warriors had three other
wrestlers in the semi-finals, but
each suffered one-point defeats.
Scott Miller, the 118 pound
champions in 1971 and runnerup last year, lost on riding time
to Harley Haug of Moorhead 5-4.
Kelly Stephens, the top seed
at 126, lost to eventual champion
Larry Van Blarcum of Michigan
Tech 7-6 when the WSC fresh-

man suffered a reversal with two
seconds left in his match.
Jeff Olson, the second seed at
158, lost a 3-2 decision to unseeded Joe Campanaro of Morris.
Other NIC champions included:
St. Cloud's Bruce Thompson, the
meet's outstanding wrestler, at
118; Moorhead's Steve Bordis at
134; Bemidji's Roger DeMarais at
142: Morris' Brad Novak at 150;
Bemidji's Bob Dettmar at 158;
Moorhead's Bob Bowlsey at 167
and Bemidji's Paul Benedict at
heavyweight.

Co-eds
down
Carleton
Winona State College women's
varsity basketball team traveled
to Northfield to meet Carleton
College in competition Thursday
Feb. 22.
Winona was victorious by' the
score of 45-24. Kate Gomdeck
and Bryce Carlson were top
scorers with 11 points apiece.
Barb Schutt was top rebounder
with 11 rebounds.
Winona traveled to LaCrosse
last night.

N IC standings
(Final)
NIC Overall
W L Pct. W L Pct.
WINONA ST. 12 0 ---- 20 3 .870
Bemidji St. 8 4 .667 19 6 .760
Minn -Morris 6 6 .500 13 10.565
6 .500 13 11 .542
Moorhead St. 6
6 .500 10 14 .417
St. Cloud St. 6
8 .333 7 14 .343
Michigan Tech 4
Southwest St. 2 12 .000 0 25 .000

Results of Feb. 19
Moorhead St. 86, Southwest St.
71 (ot)
Results of Feb. 20
St. Cloud St. 74, Minn.-Morris 67
Results of Feb. 21
UW-Green Bay 74, Mich. Tech 44
Results of Feb 24
WINONA ST. 89, Minn.-Morris 87
St. Cloud St. 86, Moorhead St. 74
Bemidji St. 76, Southwest St. 62
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Winona hosts women's tourney
The 1973 Minnesota Women's
Intercollegiate Athletic Association state basketball tournament
will get underway in the New Memorial Hall Thursday.
The three-day, double elimination affair will start Thursday at
4 p.m. The championship game
is slated for Saturday at 3 p.m.
The state champion will advance
to the Region Six championships
March 8-10.
Mankato State is the tournament's top seed and the Indians
will kick the tourney off at 4 p.m.
Thursday against Anoka-Ramsey
Junior College.
Bemidji State, Concordia-Moor-

Mankato
downs gals

shell New your mind!

head andSouthwestMinnesotaState
are seeded second, third and fourth.
Mankato State is the defending

champion. The Indians defeated
Dr. Martin Luther for last year's
crown.
Thursday's opening round schedule:
At 4 p.m.--Mankato St. vs. Anoka-Ramsey; Minn. Duluth vs.University of Minnesota; Minn. Morris vs. Bethel; Winona State vs.
Moorhead State.
At 6 p.m.--Bemidji State vs. St.
Olaf; St. Cloud State vs. Gustavus
Adolphus; Dr. Martin Luther vs.
Augsburg; Concordia vs. Southwest State.
Four teams will be eliminated
Thursday, which will also have
games at 8 and 9 p.m.
Friday's games are scheduled
at 9 a.m., noon, 2 p.m., 4 p.m.
and 7 p.m. Saturday's games are
at 9 a.m., noon and 3 p.m.

ROBERT

RBnFORa
JEREMIAH

JOHNSON

Tennis

Winona State College women's
Intercollegiate basketball team
hosted Mankato Stte College in
Memorial Hall Tuesday Feb. 20.
In B-squad action Winona won 3113. Kris Bjoraker, Karen Erickson, and Mary Schouweiler were
There will be a meeting for all
top scorers with 7 points apiece.
Pat Bigalk and Kris Bjoraker were
male varisty tennis candidates in
top rebounders with 10 rebounds 120 Somsen Hall on Thursday,
March 1 at 4:00 p.m.
apiece.
Mankato won the A-squad game
by the score of 56-47. Top scorer
for Winona was Karen Ries with
17 points. Sheryl Schrage and Karen Ries shared rebounding honors
with 5 rebounds apiece.

candidates

WINONA STATE WILL BE hosting the Minnesota Women's Intercollegiate Athletic Association state basketball beginning Thursday
in the New Memorial Hall. Winona State's first game is at 4:00
p.m. Thursday against Moorhead State.

A man

of peace

driven

wild

• 7:15
9:20

HELD OVER
7 MORE NITES

flints for you
(Continued from page 10)

you don't depend on that belchy
feeling any longer. Granted, soft
drinks taste good to you because
of the sugar and carbon dioxide
in them, but this is simply in your
mind. Try telling yourself that you
don't need this particular kind of
an upper and that they have no real
food value other than to distend
your stomach. The only worthwhile purpose I actually see from
them is to give your intestinal
tract the ability to belch in someone's face that you do not hap-

STAT E

pen to be fond of. Great if you
are on a blind date with someone
you just don't dig! Seriously,
try a fresh fruit drink of apple
juice, grape juice, or some naturally sweetened lemonade. You
can even try some orange juice
with some honey or molasses added. This last one is really good
for sore throats.
Some of you readers who are
concerned about heart functions,
groove on this. Potassium reduces
blood pressure, tends to keep arteries elastic, and strengthens the

WEDS., FEB. 28th
(TONIGHT ONLY)

DR. BOP and the Headliners
featuring

THE WHITE RAVEN
(The Best Old ROCK 'N' ROLL
In The Country)

Fri. & Sat., March 2nd - 3rd
THE

FABULOUS FERRARIS
Your UNCLE'S Place

heart muscle. Of natural foods,
peanut butter contains the most
potassium. Try the jars at the
health counters, it is a littler
more expensive, but at least you
can be sure you are not consum-

to get the abdominal muscles back
into shape and this is especially
true for the lower groin, so start
now!
This exercise can be used equally
by males and females as an effecing "little friends or their appentive movement. Number of repetidages." Plus the peanut butter
tions done are the important thing.
from the health counters really
has a natural flavor all its own This exercise will alsotendtotrim
down the hips and buttocks.
and spreads really thick.
Lie as illustrated on a flat
Well that is about all for this
week. Just a short one of vitamin bench or on the floor with a pilE. Nutritionists believe that large low placed under your head for
amounts of E tend to reduce stress comfort. Rotate your feet clockand wrinkling on the skin. A high wise and counterclockwise as
protein diet, supplemented with many times as you can, then stop
600 units of E is said to be a good and rest for 10 seconds and continue again until your lower groin
preventive for aging skin.
This week's exercise: LEGAND actually burns with pain.
Follow the arrows in the illusABDOMINAL ROTATIONS.
tration for variations of angle.
Our exercise is going to concentrate on the abdomen and upper Try doing 15 repetitions the first
leg muscle group this week. This time you put this exercise into
your workout and try to add one
area has got to be worked on from
two perspectives. Situps are fine more each workout after that.
Now here is a real hint and
for the upper area of the abdomen, but do not greatly overload money saver for you all that are
interested in really trimming that
the area just above the groin.
tissue down. Purchase some plasA lot of people trim the upper
abs down, but that lower roll just tic bags, large garbage can size.
seems to hang on. The upper ab Cut it length wise and wrap it
area is usually reduced through a around your abdomen during your
combination of situps, jogging, pad- workout. You can really work up a
dle ball, swimming, etc., and diet
sweat then in this area!
See you all next week. Good
but these will not overwork the
health and exercise to each of
lower area to any great degree
you. Try a handful of peanuts afnecessary. So there are some
definite helpers here in the way of ter supper for a snack instead of
exercises. Just one point here, the
a bowl of pudding or a piece of
cake.
older one gets, the harder it is

WINONA
HELD OVER
7 MORE NITES

Deliverance
JON VOIGHT
and

BURT REYNOLDS
CI N EMA
7:15-9:25
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Around the campus shots

With the end of the quarter,
and finals, drawing near,
one student takes a break
from it all and catnaps in
the lounge of the Union.
iVq kg:4..,.,;,',,,,:.•••:42.4;. ,-> •

Also peaceful this time
of year is the southeastern
Minnesota countryside,
where farms and fields
wait for spring.

